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Chapter 1 

Light years distant from Earth, the Wetworld star ship, Chi Z Sox still patrolled the 

gulfs between stars in search of a scent of a whiff of a trail that would lead them to the 

Museum of Future Technology, where they hoped to apologize to the captain of Ship 

Number Fifteen for being trigger-happy dimbats... 

 

Although the ship was entirely automated and was controlled by an Artificial 

Intelligence, it's 'creator', Professor Hydious Gout was the acknowledged leader of the 

expedition - even if he couldn't tell the ship where to go or what to do when it got there. 

One particular day - the same day in space/time that Mister Zinc was removed from 

power in the Museum of Future Technology - two 'passengers' asked to see the 

professor in his quarters... 

 



They were so frustrated with the situation aboard ship that they didn't even bother to 

introduce themselves. Instead they said: "Right then, you useless twonk," to Gout, as he 

sat in his favourite chair with his back to the sole tiny window that looked out upon 

interstellar vacuum, "that limp-headed A.I doesn't give a hoot about the safety of us 

passengers. We're sick and tired of its terrible risk-taking." 

The A.I was an extension of Professor Hydious Gout's personal super computer. Any 

attack upon his 'baby' was considered an attack upon himself, and could be deemed as 

mutiny. He fought to remain calm: 

"Total twaddle." He roared. "Present me an example of this recklessness, and I'll 

consider your complaint." 

Both 'guests' agreed immediately upon an example. It occurred only a day previously, 

when the ship... 

 

...encountered a gossamer-thin membrane that barely separated space/time from an 

alternate quantum reality. 

"The only reason we didn't pierce it and disappear for all eternity," the taller 'guest' 

growled, "was because someone chose that moment to flush the toilet, and the sudden 

violent expulsion of yukkiness altered the ship's trajectory just enough to save us from 

certain doom!" 

Much to the expedition leader's disgust, the example quoted was entirely accurate. He 

too had considered that the A.I's flight to within microns of contact had played with the 

lives of the entire ship's compliment. 

"Yes, alright, I'll give you that. But what would you have me do about it?" 



"Build a bridge." They replied in well-rehearsed unison. "A ship's bridge. A bridge 

upon which earplugs can stand proudly, and have a degree of control over their destiny. 

We want to decide where the ship goes, and what it does when it arrives." 

For a moment Gout imagined a doorway that led from his quarters directly on to a 

traditional star ship bridge. A star ship bridge upon which a crew lived and worked... 

 

Then he imagined the Chi Z Sox hurling itself across the galaxy on the merest whim of 

its commanding officer... 

 

Then he visualised Gerald the G'neerbot - working alone in the engine room... 

 



"Who would captain the ship?" He asked his fellow (if belligerent) passengers. 

"Ugh, you're the expedition leader," the shorter of the two mumbled. "Ah, that would 

make you the captain, I guess." 

These were the words that Gout most wanted to hear. Pressing an intercom button, he 

said: "Gerald, I want you to conduct a feasibility study on the construction of a fully 

functional working bridge aboard this vessel. It would be manned by earplugs, and have 

full control of this ship - particularly navigation, propulsion, weaponry, and lavatory 

roll replacement." 

"I'll get right on it." Gerald replied chirpily. "Thank flip for that: I thought I was going 

to go mad down here on my own, with sod all to do for months on end. Thank you, 

Professor: I love you." 

Two days later Professor Hydious Gout received an invitation for himself and his wife, 

Putridity, to attend a demonstration in the engine room. 

"Oh, Gerald, "Doctor Putridity Gout exclaimed as she and her husband arrived... 

 

..."you've made duplicates of yourself!" 

"I prefer to call them replicates." Gerald replied. "They're all basically a copy of me - 

but with different paint jobs." 

"How shall we tell you apart?" Hydious Gout inquired as more G'neerbots appeared... 



 

"Aroma." Gerald explained. "We all smell differently from each other. It's particularly 

useful in the dark. By the way, when do you want us to begin construction of the bridge 

you mentioned?" 

These were the words that Gout had been praying for at the foot of his bed since the 

night before last. "Straight away!" He blurted. "You can start with my Ready Room. 

My cabin is ideally positioned." 

So before very long... 

 

..work began. The G'neerbot builders make great pains to link Gout's cabin with the 

area inside the ship that had been designated as a perfect location for a ship's bridge... 



 

But it was only when they installed the Captain's Chair... 

 

...that Hydious Gout could truly think of the Chi Z Sox as his command. 

Then, with their task complete, the G'neerbots packed away their tool bags and 

departed for the engine room... 



 

...where they intended to take up their duties monitoring tell-tales and read-outs, whilst 

awaiting commands for more power from a desperate captain... 

 

...and leaving the 'crew' to nail up the final fittings and fixtures themselves... 



 

"My, that is a lovely chair, Hydious." Doctor Putridity Gout said with more than a glint 

of avarice in her eye. "Is it really comfortable?" 

"Yes." Her husband replied. "Very. My meaty buttocks have never felt more 

cossetted." 

"Do you think that I might try it on for size?" She enquired gently. 

"When I'm done with it, dearest." Professor Hydious Gout replied. "But that is unlikely 

to be any time soon: I have a star ship crew to lick into shape." 

Then someone must have shoved a yellow wire into a blue socket or something similar, 

because... 

 

...the new bridge experienced its first magenta alert. 

"Cripes." The inexperienced crew members would yell. "My colour vision has gone all 

wonky !" 



Some went so far as to utilise the temporary escape ladders and flee... 

 

Naturally Putridity ran to the nearest toilet and locked herself in. And Hydious too 

didn't react particularly well - breaking wind in fear initially, and squeaking quietly to 

himself. But he rallied quickly, and pressed the button that made the main screen's 

heavy steel defence shield slam into place... 

 

This action cut off the alarm, and normality (and Putridity) returned... 



 

...which made everyone happy. But they would have been considerably less pleased with 

the situation if they had known that... 

 

...the shield was opaque when viewed from one direction and that from outside it 

remained entirely transparent. And that something... 

 

...was watching them through extremely jaundiced eyes... 

Those jaundiced eyes were accompanied by equally jaundiced ears, which heard 

Captain Gout issue the command: "Full steam ahead or whatever they call it." 



A full half-second later... 

 

...the main reaction drive burst into life. 

Although horrendously inexperienced with the ship's instrumentation, the young 

scientist and co-creator of the Chi Z Sox - Clasp Gytnor - had the strangest feeling that 

something was amiss... 

 

"Um, Captain..." He began. But before he could construct a meaningful sentence, this 

happened... 

 

...and everyone aboard was tossed all over the place. In the engine room Gerald 

watched in cyber-horror... 



 

...as the power core went critical. 

"Yeech," he yelled electronically, "I aint never seen it do that before!" 

Luckily he was stationed directly beside the 'off' switch, which he duly pressed. So 

although the ship had been saved, and was no longer racing across the galaxy like a 

rabid loony, it proved that the location for the bridge could not have been selected with 

less care or worse positioning. It was, in fact, directly above the power core. And worse 

still the power core had flooded the bridge with lethal radiation, which had to be dealt 

with by a female earplug in a special atomic suit... 

 

...which sucked it all up. And whilst she was at it, she also vacuumed the adjacent 

Captain's Ready Room... 



 

"That'll teach the Captain to have his cabin attached to the bridge." She said as she 

sweated inside the stifling atomic suit, and beads of sweat rolled down her chest and 

soaked her regulation space-knickers. "He should use the stairs like the rest of us - the 

lazy, idle, self-obsessed bleeder." 

But eventually, after many hours of physical labour and mental duress in the highly 

radioactive environment, the female earplug's Geiger counter announced that the 

bridge was free of dangerous sub-atomic particles, and a green light allowed the bridge 

crew to return to their duty stations... 

 

"That's better." Captain Gout announced as he slipped into his command chair with his 

faithful wife and second-in-command at his side... 



 

He then addressed Clasp Gytnor: "Well done, Clasp: you almost did a great job, back 

there. If your warning had come just five seconds sooner... Oh well, all's well that ends 

well. By the way - what's our heading?" 

Clasp couldn't answer that question because he wasn't standing at the Astrogation 

Console. That was manned by the tall, thin earplug named Mister Splatt. As Mister 

Splatt turned to address the captain... 

 

...his attention was snatched away by a proximity alert, quickly followed by a 

resumption of the magenta alert... 

 

"I say," Clasp said as he stared at read-outs that he could barely understand... 



 

..."I think there's something outside. Putting it on the main screen now." 

Almost instantaneously this appeared... 

 

...and several of the more cowardly crew members made a bolt for the escape ladders... 

 

"What the flip is that?" Hydious Gout bellowed above the din of the magenta alert 

claxon that wailed deafeningly and the staccato beat of Putridity's feet as she scurried 

away to the presumed safety of the lavatory. 



Then the screen displayed a glowing object that appeared to detach from the five-

pronged space phenomenon... 

 

But, as it came closer, no one could mistake its identity. And the grip of terror could not 

be denied... 

 

"Oh crap," Hydious complained in a high pitch, "it's the Supreme Being - and he looks 

really annoyed" 

"Earplugs," the Supreme Being's voice seemed to reverberate off every surface 

throughout the Chi Z Sox, "what are you little buggers doing out here in the middle of 

the galaxy? I've had enough trouble from the likes of you before. A different vessel 

spread me across several parsecs of interstellar space in a surprise attack. Well I can't 

get my revenge on them, coz they've disappeared off somewhere else - so I'll have you in 

place of them. I'll give you a few seconds to prepare yourselves for the cessation of your 

corporeal existence!" 

Naturally Hydious quaked in his boots. But any potential bowel loosening was 

forestalled when... 

 



...atomic cannon fire exploded amongst the corpuscles that comprised the Supreme 

Being... 

 

...and blew him all to hell and half-way back! 

A split second later a vast space ship swept majestically across the bow of the Chi Z 

Sox... 

 

...it's particle deflector dish glowing warmly. Then the image of Coms Operative, 

Bryony Lampshade appeared on the main screen... 



 

"This is the Worstworld star ship, K T Woo." She announced. "Standing by to lend 

assistance. Is there anything you require?" 

At this point the bridge crew erupted with spontaneous applause, which was 

heard aboard the K T Woo. Clasp even managed to e-mail their saviours a brief 

message... 

 

"Thank you," Hydious replied as the crew regained their composure... 



 

..."Several pairs of freshly laundered underpants would be most welcome." 

Chapter 2 

Meanwhile, trillions of miles distant upon Earth. Or, to be more precise, in the Museum 

of Future Technology, two silver androids that were yet to have their higher brain 

functions usurped by the commands of Mister Zinc, stood upon an area that had 

recently been zincified... 

 

The reason that Mister Zinc had been unable to wrest control of this particular duo's 

brains from their owners was because these silver androids had been previously known 

as Black Eyes and White Eyes, but who had changed their names to Philip and Ingemar 

following their zombification a couple of years earlier... 



 

"I recall a time when we had a garden that looked much like this." Philip said as they 

surveyed their surroundings. 

"Yes," Ingemar replied... 

 

..."but since being transformed into android zombies we've lost our desire to own all 

things shiny." 

"Do you remember that time when we discovered Mister Zinc's secret subterranean 

lair?" Philip inquired of his mouldering mechanical chum. 



"I do." Ingemar replied "It was hidden beneath a tatty old pill box." 

 

"It was just after Zinc had been banished to an Eleventh Century Irish peat bog." 

Philip reminded him... 

 

"Oh yes, that's right." Ingemar recalled. "A time-travelling hologram contacted us. It 

thought we were there to bring him back to the museum." 



 

"The tonge." Philip grumbled deep inside his titanium throat. "You know, he's really 

mucked things up around here - coming back like he has." 

Ingemar mused for a nanosecond before replying. "Yes. I reckon we should do 

whatever we can to muck him up. Let's go!" 

So before long... 

 

...the zombie androids were hurrying along a walkway that had once been Glazed Park. 

From there they went directly to the curators... 



 

"We want to help in the struggle against Mister Zinc." Philip said to the curators who 

stood upon the Omnipresent Scanner. 

Cushions Smethwyke responded immediately with, "Is that right? Well you can start by 

not wasting our flipping time, you half-formed automaton!" 

But before either zombie android could respond indignantly, the museum Avatar, and 

her right-hand earplug - Angel with a Huge Nose - appeared... 

 

They were thrilled by the zombie androids display of altruism. 

"Unity." The Avatar said quietly. "We must have unity. And that includes you, 

Cushions - you big-mouthed tart. If we are to defeat this terrible foe we must work as 



one. These two abominations are the first link in a chain of volunteers that will work as 

individuals towards a common goal. Now go - Philip and Ingemar: go find his silvery 

lair!" 

Moments later the first two volunteers were on their way... 

 

...the grass-roots of rebellion growing inside their mechanical bowels. 

This selfless action inspired the Avatar, and soon she began appearing to individuals 

who were alone and in enclosed spaces - lest Zinc spot her and send in the thugs to 

assimilate her... 

 

Meanwhile Mister Zinc was feeling increasingly confident and appallingly smug. And 

why shouldn't he? He now had so many robotic life-forms in his employ that he had 

enough free time to stand around upon a raised daïs with Blue and two henchmen... 



 

Upon floor level Slavemaster One controlled over-excited followers and employees as 

they brought him up-dates on the progress of the zincification of the museum. On this 

occasion a particularly over-excited silver android arrived... 

 

It was a terraforming machine driver by the memorable name of FZ50. And he had a 

tale to tell. 

"I'm all ears." Zinc bid FZ50 speak. 

"Well," FZ50 began as he quickly ran through his internal thesaurus for all the best 

words, "recently I became aware of two new arrivals in the museum. This was prior to 

your magnificent comeback, by the way. One of them was a turquoise earplug from out-

of-town, called Fulham Peach. The other was an off-worlder by the name of Crudlove 

Twang. I also noticed that they were drawn to each other in a most instinctive manner... 



 

...I grew jealous and became bitter and twisted. I followed them like a spectre in the 

shadows, and watched them as they quickly fell in love." 

"You nasty piece of work." Zinc uttered quietly. 

"Yes." FZ50 agreed. "Anyway, when the opportunity came to join your swelling ranks 

I immediately volunteered to drive one of those terraforming machines that you copied 

from Frisby Mumph on Mars." 

"Copied?" Zinc inquired. The inference was clear. 

"Oh, did I say 'copied'? I meant 'improved upon'." FZ50 stammered. Calming once 

more, he continued: "Anyway, when Fulham and Crudlove were alone in the artificial 

wilderness, I crept up behind them with my headlight ablaze... 

 

...and forced them to run into a nasty stone-filled quarry... 



 

They tried to hide behind rocks... 

 

...whilst trembling mightily. I even made them consider diving head first down a 

maintenance inspection hatch... 

 



Except they couldn't because it was locked, and I had the only key." 

"FZ50," Zinc said as he appraised the android from close-up, "I like you. Continue 

your fascinating tale." 

"Well then I chased them some more." FZ 50 continued... 

 

"Oh Crudlove," I heard Fulham Peach squeal. "I love you desperately. Don't let death 

be our separator!" To which Crudlove Twang replied: "We shall spend eternity 

together. It is Kismet that we should meet and die almost at the same time." 

Hearing this on some hidden microphones that I'd scattered earlier, I accelerated the 

terraformer... 

 

...bearing down upon them with gleeful mercilessness... 



 

Of course they tried to run; but it was hopeless. So I delivered the coup de grace. But I 

didn't kill them. No: instead I sucked them into the Terraforming machine's massive 

underslung maw - and transformed them... 

 

Zinc was astonished. "You mean you zincified two earplugs from completely different 

species and planets?" 

Blue scoffed, and the thugs sniffed disdainfully. 

"I have video evidence." FZ50 insisted, and duly showed it to the entire group. 



"By heck," Zinc exploded, "you are a master strategist and genius forward-planner." 

Then he sent him upon his way... 

 

...promoted to Head Driver and Strategy Co-ordinator. 

"Thank you very much." FZ50 said as others crowded around to make their reports. 

Well, with a new strategist in place, the zincification of the museum moved forward 

apace. Many earplugs sought to escape by fleeing to the vast Woven Expanse, 

where they set up refugee camps... 

 

But now the terraformers targeted them... 



 

Naturally the dispossessed attempted to escape... 

 

...yelling in woe and indignation. But the result was always the same... 



 

...the zincification of the ground and the earplugs that walked upon it... 

 

...except the cheap canvas tents, obviously: Mister Zinc had no desire to waste resources 

on garbage like that. 

"Oh-no," the altered earplugs would cry out in despair, "we all look like Barry 

Dirtbox!" 

And on this particular occasion Barry Dirtbox happened to be one of the victims. He 

emerged from his tent and said... 

 



"Hey, guys - you all look like me!" 

...whilst the Terraformer raced away in search of fresh victims... 

 

And all the while, the only beings that could thwart Zinc's plan - the original G'neerbots 

- had been sealed up behind a force field in La Cantina after they'd transferred from 

the Snozzle Nozzle whilst enjoying their very first pub crawl... 

 

Chapter 3 

Meanwhile, lost and confused in a portion of the museum that no one seemed to know 

anything about, Miles and Chester continued to explore - but with considerably less 

enthusiasm than when they'd begun their unintentional sojourn... 



 

"Oh whoopee - look," Chester said dully to Miles, "some more doors to look into. I 

wonder what fascinating charms we'll find in there." 

And when they entered the building... 

 

...the interior was exactly what the twins had expected: empty and incredibly boring. 

"By the Saint of All Earplugs," Chester bellowed, "I don't think I can stand much more 

of this. Please, Miles - find us a way out of here!" 

"How about that trapdoor over there in the corner?" Miles suggested. 

It was a long shot, but Chester was willing to risk more disappointment - even if there 

was only the slightest chance that the trapdoor would lead them to freedom. But as he 

squeezed through the hatch... 



 

...he broke wind in a forthright and uncontrolled manner. Worse still the trapdoor 

appeared to lead them into a heavy canvas tent... 

 

...in which Chester felt a sensation that he had almost forgotten existed. 

"It must be two years at least..." He began. But before he could say another word, a 

lightbulb seemed to explode inside his cranium... 



 

"Miles," he cried with joy, "we've been here before. Two years ago. It was destroyed 

when a fake Supreme Being found us, and we were forced to activate the self-destruct 

mechanism, and blow the whole place to kingdom come!" 

Miles was incredulous. "You mean this is the original Eyewash Station? The proper one 

- not that half-baked lash-up they opened a few weeks after the explosion?" 

"It explains everything." Chester said in an excited voice. "Why it’s deserted and 

bugger-all works. Obviously Maintenance never got around to fixing the place. We 

must have fallen through a weak point in the floor or a spring-loaded maintenance 

hatch that opened when we pushed those buttons in the new section. They must have 

built the new section on top of Eyewash Station!" 

Moments later the brothers were racing up the first stairwell they could find... 

 

Soon they arrived at an important-looking control panel... 



 

"I don't remember this bit." Chester felt it necessary to confess. 

"Hmm," Miles responded as he studied the selection of functions, "the trumpet must 

signify a clarion call to arms. We don't need that. The big red P probably refers to 

poop." 

"I don’t need one of those." Chester interjected. 

"Quite so." Miles nodded. "That leaves just the big green I." 

"Information?" Chester suggested. 

"Indignation?" Miles countered. 

"Indigestion?" Chester said hopefully. 

"Infatuation?" Miles mused. 

"That's it." Chester yelled so loudly that dust cascaded from the poorly-fitted false 

ceiling. "Infatuation. There's only one thing in Eyewash Station that's infatuated with 

itself!" 

 



"That looks like the Pathfinder." A vaguely disappointed Miles verbally drooped. "And 

it's as dead as a door nail!" 

"Ah," a more cheerful Chester replied, "but what about this?" 

 

"I am The Oracle." A huge bass voice boomed. "Ask me any question, and I will answer 

it correctly." 

"Oh, cripes - what shall we ask it?" Miles said nervously. "We have to pick our words 

carefully. There can be no ambiguity." 

"How to get out of here?" Chester suggested. 

Miles concurred. "Oracle," he said clearly and concisely, "How do my brother and I 

escape this region of the museum?" 

"Be more specific." The Oracle responded. "You're being a little vague. Out of which 

region of the museum?" 

Chester added clarity: "The ruins of Eyewash Station." 

After several seconds 'thought', The Oracle produced its answer upon a small slip of 

paper. 

"These are directions." It said. "Follow them precisely - and not only will you escape 

Eyewash Station; but you may also aid the people's insurrection against that ghastly 

Mister Zinc character." 

The boys were as pleased as punch... 



 

"Oh thank you, Oracle." They said in unison. "How can we ever repay you?" 

The Oracle didn't need a nanosecond to think about its reply: "Knock down all that 

crap on the floor above. Reinstate Eyewash Station. I’m lonely. I miss earplugs!" 

Chapter 4 

For two days the Jaundice Family had been standing around outside Transfer Conduit 

Station Seven upon the dusty plain - hopeful of finding someone who would lead them 

far away from the mountains, and more specifically, the Sloshed Antlers penitentiary, 

from which they had been recently released. Of course they could have accosted 

Bucksome Whelk, but since he was such an early riser, they'd still been asleep beneath a 

nearby hedgerow when he'd passed by en route to the Museum of Future Technology. 

But when the elderly Mountain Earplug - unable to stand another day without the 

company of Panta Lonez - arrived... 

 

...they leapt into action. 

"Oi, you." The eldest brother, Lockjaw, called out. "Fungus face." 



"Whatta ya want?" The Mountain Earplug (whose name he had forgotten after years of 

living alone in an ice cottage on the side of a mountain) demanded gruffly. "If its money 

you want, I'll tell you right now; you can go fall down a hole." 

"No, no, no." Slack jaw, the second-eldest brother assured the Mountain Earplug. 

"We've all been hypnotised. We couldn't do wrong - even if we wanted to." 

"Show us how to work this conduit thingy." Jackdaw, the third-eldest spoke up. "We 

want to visit the Museum of Future Technology." 

"If it's payment you require," Backdaw, the youngest brother said, "we have nothing 

but the contents of our tiny prison-surplus sporrans, which are meagre indeed. And our 

sister - Boss-Eyed Bertha - of course." 

"I'll take the former." The old Mountain Earplug said as his eyes lit up. "Hopefully it’ll 

be porridge. Follow me." 

Once inside the station, they were required to circumnavigate a new security system 

that scanned them for contraband... 

 

But the Mountain Earplug so enjoyed watching Lockjaw's sporran shimmy as he 

scampered around the facility that he had them go around again... 

 

Needless to say, the former convicts were delighted to arrive at the entrance of the 

Museum of Future Technology. But they were considerably less delighted when they 

were confronted by a force field across the door... 



 

By now there was a visible path that led along the outer wall of the museum... 

 

So naturally they followed it, though Backdaw was not enamoured with the task of 

following the Mountain Earplug, who had a tendency to produce strange chuffing 

sounds that proved to be aromatic in the extreme... 

 

...and Boss-Eyed Bertha felt it necessary to pretend that she wasn't there at all. After 

many perambulations and circumlocutions they discovered the interior window that 

looked out across much of the museum... 



 

It was at the very moment as they stepped forward for a better view... 

 

...that a security camera flashed in their eyes. At first they were startled. Then it 

dawned upon them that the sudden bright light had broken the conditioning placed 

upon them by Sloshed Antlers' hypnotic expertise...and a sort of darkness descended 

upon their souls... 



 

Stopping Prince Bucky and the Sewage Workers Union representative - Marty 

Filledpants - on the main thoroughfare... 

 

...as they scurried between refugee camps and secret shelters, the Jaundice Family 

quickly absorbed all the pertinent facts concerning Mister Zinc's take-over of the 

museum. 

"This could be our only chance for a tilt at the big time." Lockjaw said as he gave the 

Mountain Earplug a hefty boot in the backside and pushed him into a roadside rain 

channel. "Let's go introduce ourselves." 

Although they had absolutely no idea how to reach Mister Zinc, good fortune smiled 

upon them, and soon they were able to follow Philip and Ingemar as they crept into 

Zinc's secret lair... 



 

A short while later the siblings were ushered into the presence of Zinc by Slavemaster 

One... 

 

"How ya doing, your worship?" Lockjaw said brazenly. "We hear you got a whole 

bunch of androids working for you: how about you take on a few real live earplugs too? 

We're real bad-ass muthas. There's no depravity we won't descend to. Heck, we only 

just broke out of the Sloshed Antlers penitentiary two days ago. Antisocial is our middle 

name. We're the real deal. You'd better believe it!" 

Zinc looked down at the family. Despite his better judgement he found himself admiring 

the gall of the little white earplug with mauve stripes. "Okay," he said at length, "I've 

heard there are some pink monks somewhere in the museum. Apparently they're great 

at making war machines. Find them for me." 

"We know the fellas." Slackjaw piped up. "Leave it to us." 

So four happy brothers turned to leave... 



 

But Boss-Eyed Bertha was less certain: she really had a 'thing' for Rodney Bunting, and 

vowed silently to bugger-up all of her brother's attempts to capture him. 

Whilst the Jaundice Family had been finding their way into the Museum of Future 

Technology and gaining meaningful employment, Buttox Barkingwell had been going 

amongst the inhabitants and using her mind-altering hat upon them. She urged them to 

do whatever they could to fight the tyranny brought upon them by the Zinc regime. She 

said: "No matter how small, feeble, or insignificant your pathetic effort might be, when 

multiplied by the sheer number of earplugs making similarly insignificant efforts, the 

resulting effort can be translated into a very real effect." As an example she 

suggested that people use twice as much lavatory paper when wiping their bums. She 

also suggested walking backwards on travellators, conveyor belts, and escalators, in an 

effort to burn out the electrical machinery that drove them. She also urged earplugs to 

spit and urinate in the street - thereby overwhelming the sanitary services. But what she 

failed to mention to any of those brave souls who heard her words and acted 

accordingly, was the fact that she would attempt far more daring attacks upon Zinc's 

system of rule by herself. Indeed the first sign of her planned actions took place not 

more than a minute after her final meeting in one of the few surviving refugee camps... 

 



Being silver coloured and of android-like appearance, Barry Dirtbox was a natural 

convert to the ways of Mister Zinc. And he discovered that Terraformer driving was an 

equally natural vocation. He was very good at it - whooshing hither and thither as he 

created more and more zincified environments... 

 

But, as Barry was about to discover, driving a Terraformer didn't make him invincible 

or the master of his own destiny. Quite the reverse in fact. This was because he was 

about to experience an encounter with Buttox  Barkingwell... 

 

...who had her magic hat on. 



Barry was almost at the end of his shift, when Buttox stepped out in front of his mighty 

machine... 

 

No one knows what made his eyes bulge so alarmingly when they first spotted her at 

point-blank range... 

 

To his credit it might be Barry's feeling of horror when he realised that he was about to 

run the little pink earplug down. Alternatively it might have been a feeble attempt to see 

her more clearly, and so better judge the moment when she would disappear inside the 

device - to be ejected out of the back in zincified form - and another convert. Or it might 

have been neither: perhaps a crab landed on the driver's seat and snapped at his 

exposed nose with its huge pincers. It doesn't matter, because whatever the reason, 

Buttox's mind quickly took complete control of Barry's, and a split second later... 



 

...he made a dramatic swerve to the left, lost control, and rolled the machine into fiery 

oblivion. 

"Ow!" He yelled as he scrambled free. "That bloody hurt. I wonder what other 

earplugs have planned for their insurrection. Now my mind has been freed, I shall join 

them! But what shall I try first?" 

It was a good question, and had Barry enjoyed the talent of viewing other places that 

were not nearby without a telescope, he would have seen that another Terraformer 

driver was about to find out. Fanny Skidmarx, tired of Staff Sergeant Wetpatch 

Wilton's prevarications and overly protective health and safety issues, stole the heavy 

assault buggy whilst no one was looking... 

 

...and set course for the zincified Woven Expanse. 

Meanwhile, directly beneath the spot upon which Fanny drove the assault buggy, in an 

underground tunnel, two Zinc-converted faux G'neerbots paused as they heard a heavy 

machine pass overhead... 



 

"One of our Terraformers." One informed the other. 

"Are you sure?" The other replied. "This area is almost complete. The Terraformer 

should be working over to the east." 

"I don't know then." The first G'neerbot responded testily. "Maybe there's been a 

mess-up on the conversion front, and someone has had to finish this area off." 

If either faux G'neerbot had ascertained the truth, it is likely that both would have 

cacked themselves, because above ground Fanny would have been happy to ram the 

Terraformer in her sights. But she preferred to try the atomic cannon instead... 

 

Beneath ground robotic puzzlement reigned. "I didn't know that Mister Zinc had fitted 

artillery to his Terraformers." One said to the other. 

But any reply that the second G'neerbot might have uttered was cut short because... 



 

...they found themselves suddenly surrounded by Nature Beast's Swamp Monsters, who 

used their naturally-occurring anti-technology DNA to overwhelm their computerised 

conditioning. So they never heard Fanny's opening salvo... 

 

...strike home. Or her whoop of joy and triumphant foot stomping. But they didn't need 

to because the Swamp Monsters' belligerence had broken down the G'neerbot 

programming to the point where they reverted to their original specifications, and 

turned pink again... 



 

...which pleased them no end, and Nature Beast too, who said... 

 

..."Good job, Nature Beast's Swamp Monsters. Now Nature Beast go to Phase Two." 

Which, of course, was... 

 

...an assault on La Cantina.  



Nature Beast recalled that he had once been called upon to break through a force field 

on Mars, using nothing more than sheer determination and an intense degree of arse-

holiness. Now he used that technique again, breaking through in record time, and... 

 

...within moments he was leading the real G'neerbots to freedom, where they could 

begin the important work of reversing everything that the false G'neerbots had so far 

accomplished. 

Chapter 5 

Valentine and Wah-Hey hadn't been idle either. They'd trawled through the security 

files for information on Mister Zinc. Information that they hoped to use against him. 

Half way up an Up ramp they summoned the Avatar... 

 

"Good news." Valentine said - once the beautiful apparition had taken on solid form. 

"Yes." Wah-Hey added. "We've got something on old silver-dome. He suffers from a 

morbid fear of constipation. He uses enemas all the time. He must visit the loo at least 

seventeen times a day." 

"You catch our drift?" Valentine inquired hopefully. 

Avatar's perpetual smile seemed to widen. "I catch your drift." She answered. 



Thirty seconds later a small white mound appeared in the special enclosure that 

belonged to the Iceworld immigrants... 

 

"Cripes," one of them yelled as a crowd began to form, "are we about to lose the final 

tiny portion of our false home world? Pray to the Saint of All Earplugs that I'm 

wrong." 

But when they saw who the strange mound actually was... 

 

...they relaxed, and more alien earplugs arrived to hear the Avatar's words. 



"I have word from Philip and Ingemar, the android zombies." She told them... 

 

"They have contacted me on one of Zinc's own communication devices. We know where 

the bleeder is. More importantly, we know where he takes a dump." 

She then drew the listeners closer. "Find Marty Filledpants." She instructed them. "He 

will lead you to a place where you can strike back against our oppressor with ultimate 

force." 

An opportunity to redeem themselves following their panic-stricken flight from one of 

Zinc's Terraformer squadrons appealed to the Iceworlders on at least seventeen levels 

of appealingness. They rushed to the Central Office of the Sewage Workers Union, 

where the few surviving members were in conference... 

 

Shouting through the letter box they demanded that Marty help them. And before 

long... 



 

"You see that effluent gushing from this outfall pipe?" Marty said. 

The Iceworld representatives nodded. 

"That contains Mister Zinc's liquefied excrement." Marty added. When the Iceworlders 

failed to react, he added: "If we block his toilet - he can't use it." 

The Iceworlder's comprehension was instantaneous; and after they'd stopped off at a 

cryogenics plant, they proceeded to visit a nondescript cast iron pipe that no one but 

Marty Filledpants would have given a second glance...  

 

...upon which they laid several lumps of frozen carbon dioxide. They then called back to 

Marty, who had remained behind a safety rail: "Are you sure this is the pipe that leads 

from Zinc's lair to the outfall pipe?" The Iceworlder's spokesplug, Fergus Bambeeno, 

said.  

"Absolutely certain." Marty called back. 

"That's alright then. Soon the super-cold of this frozen carbon dioxide, which exists at a 

temperature of minus one hundred and nine point three degrees, or minus seventy-eight 

point five C... 



 

...will permeate the ironwork; freeze the water inside it; and create an unbreakable plug 

of cack and ice that will back up Zinc's plop right back to its source - though obviously 

not all the way to his rectum. But very nearly." 

A half-hour later... 

 

...an angry Mister Zinc strode from his personal lavatory. "On top of all these problems 

with missing Terraformers, electrical supply problems, the reversal of the faux 

G'neerbots hard work, and a distinct shortage of bog roll, now my toilet gets blocked. 

It's not good enough. It's not good enough by far. I can't evacuate my ‘you-know-what’. 

And when I can't go, I get very unreasonable. Thugs - go unblock it. Use your bare 

hands if you have to!" 



But when one of Zinc's thugs and a surviving faux G'neerbot went to locate the source 

of their master's problem... 

 

...they quickly realised that it was insurmountable. 

"Oh-lummy." The G'neerbot said sadly.... 

 

"You'd better go back and tell him. I'll just wait around here, and maybe throw myself 

off this ledge." 

Chapter 6 

Meanwhile, deep below the surface, in the ruins of Eyewash Station, Chester and Miles 

continued to follow the Oracle's map. It took them across a blasted area, which they 

assumed had borne the brunt of the self-destruct explosion two years earlier... 



 

...at the edge of which they found... 

 

...a small building that, surprisingly, still had power coursing through its electrical 

system. Nervously they pushed the door open and peered inside... 

 



Emergency lighting glowed dully in an adjacent corridor that curved away from sight... 

 

Equally nervously they proceeded along it... 

 

In his less-than-secret lair, Mister Zinc was becoming desperate... 

 

He searched everywhere for a galvanised bucket; but without success. 

"Argh," he bellowed, "all my plans turning to rat dung - and I can't produce any of my 

own!" 



Chester and Miles, meanwhile, encountered yet another corridor... 

 

"Flipping heck," Chester moaned, "this is getting awfully repetitive. I feel like we're 

walking in circles. And you know what happens to earplugs that walk 'round in circles, 

don't you, Miles?" 

Miles never got to reply, because... 

 

...a pleasant turquoise wall panel slid open on well-oiled bearings. 

"I'll take that as an invitation." Chester said bravely. 

Upon entering the hidden room, Chester spotted something that made his heart soar... 

 



"Oh look, Miles." He cried out in joy. "It's a futuristic urinal - just like the one we used 

on our first day in the Museum of Future Technology!" 

It was just what Miles was looking for, and both twins happily took advantage of the 

urinal's facilities... 

 

"You know, Miles," Chester said as he zipped himself up, "this almost feels like a 

homecoming. I think that it's an omen of some kind." 

But then he stopped talking utter nonsense very abruptly... 

 

...as he and Miles received a telepathic message from Rudi and Valentine. 



 

"Dudes, we've got Zinc on the run." Their voices seemed to echo down the mental 

corridors of the young earplug's minds. "But we gotta shut down his broadcast power. 

Without that his robots, androids, and other futuristic stuff will stop dead in its tracks. 

See what you can do to facilitate this. No pressure or anything, but we're totally 

depending on you." 

Immediately Chester and Miles consulted their map.  

"This is it, Miles." Chester said excitedly. "This is where we're supposed to be. Start 

looking for something. I don't know what. I think we'll recognise it when we see it." 

But Miles didn't get a chance to start looking: instead Chester's eyes fell upon a control 

panel... 

 

"Ooh-er." He whimpered. "This looks terribly technical. And all this electrical stuff 

around us makes it hard to concentrate." 



"Oh," Miles replied, "p'raps we should turn it off. Try that big knob with the word 

'Off' silk-screened on it." 

Chester didn't have a better idea, so he pressed it... 

 

In an instant every piece of electrical equipment in the room shut down. 

"That's better." Chester said with a sigh. "Now I can concen..." 

A split second later... 

 

"Chester, we're back!" Miles cheered as a hidden trap door popped them on to the next 

level. 

"...trate." Chester completed his line of dialogue. 



Chapter 7 

At approximately the same time that Chester and Miles were escaping the ruins of 

Eyewash Station, the museum's incumbent artist - Anton Twerp - decided to visit the 

nearby fish and chip shop in hope of finding a nice piece of battered haddock and a 

small bag of French fries with salt and vinegar... 

 

He was disappointed to find the shutters down and the shop in darkness. But when he 

turned around to make his hazardous way home, his gaze fell upon the Jaundice 

Family... 

 

...who, acutely aware that the balance of power was shifting towards the curators again, 

and that Zinc was nothing more than a constipated has-been, were making a run for it. 

Twerp would have pursued them, and perhaps given them a farewell kick up the arse, 

and maybe a few biting comments about their ancestry; but there were five of them, and 

he feared they might beat him up. So he allowed them to depart unmolested... 



 

"Quick," Lockjaw shouted as he led his siblings in a mad dash towards the exit, "the 

force field is down. We have to get out before some dim-wit raises it again!" 

They then redoubled their effort, and moments later they were bursting from the 

building like a flock of startled peewits... 

 

But Boss-Eyed Bertha took a moment to pause, draw breath, and reflect upon her 

affection for the little pink former monk, Rodney Bunting... 

 



She wondered where he was and what he was doing. But she need not have worried 

herself: Rodney had, only moments earlier, knocked upon the door of Doctor 

Snippentuck's Facial Enhancement Clinic... 

 

"Is there something we can do for you?" Snippentuck inquired as his brother, Doctor 

Choppenwood, joined them. 

"My name is Rodney Bunting. I'm a former monk." He informed both doctors... 

 

..."I co-own a munitions factory in the Museum of Future Technology. "My stature is 

weedy and ineffective. I would be willing to pay a small fortune for a set of incredibly 

average muscles. Can you assist me?" 

"For money we can do anything you want, Rodney." Snippentuck answered. "And if we 

completely louse up the operation, there's always Doctor Pox next door to put it right. 

Please, enter." 

So it was celebrations all 'round in the Museum of Future Technology... 



 

As usual the Trumptations reformed... 

 

...and performed a selection of their greatest hits, such as, 'Papa Was a Lazy Slob' and 

'Too Busy Thinking 'Bout My Dinner'.  And everyone put any thoughts about the de-

zincification of the museum on the veritable back-burner. 

Despite the fact that the real G'neerbots had wrestled control of the Museum of Future 

Technology from the inferior copies, Mister Zinc still refused to surrender. It was at this 

point that former Father Superior - Frank Corset - realised that his escape from Lemon 

Stone had been the product of fate. In doing so he recognised his destiny. So, once more 

calling upon the services of his former underlings - Bolah Googlie and Zak Bravado - to 

aid him... 



 

...he marched (almost boldly) through multifarious corridors... 

 

...in wide-eyed astonishment at the thought of what he proposed to do - until he came 

face to face with Slavemaster One. At this point Zak and Bolah stepped forward... 

 



"I'm sorry, Sirs," the robot that had been designed and built in an eleventh century 

Irish peat bog said, "but I'm afraid I'm going to have to ask you both to go to hell. So 

sod off, if you know what's good for you." 

Zak and Bolah, normally placid and malleable, utilised their seldom-used martial art 

skills upon the foul-mouthed automaton. Using a little-known Hoo-Flung-Dung move, 

they hurled Slavemaster One aside... 

 

Zinc immediately hid behind his henchmen and girlfriend, Blue. "Don't touch me." He 

yelled in a voice grown shrill with disappointment, "I'm precious!" 

Frank Corset stepped forward. "Come, child." He said gently. "Hear my words." 

Hesitantly Zinc stepped down from the dais... 

 

"You are a driven earplug." Frank continued, "But consider this: would your life not 

be more tranquil and enjoyable if you allowed the love of the Squatting Frog to embrace 

you?" 



Zinc considered this. He thought of all the misery that he had incurred in pursuance of 

his dreams - those being the ruler of the Museum of Future Technology, which now 

numbered three failed attempts. "Yeah, I s'pose you're right." He answered as he 

moved into step with Frank... 

 

..."If you don't mind, I'd quite like to give myself over to your care." 

"Oi, what about us?" Slavemaster One shouted as he recovered his footing. 

 

"You?" Frank answered on behalf of Mister Zinc. "You don't have an original thought 

in any of your heads. Not one of you. If you can think of anything, you can do what you 

bloody well want." 

Epilogue 

Of course a small number of visitors in the museum existed who were neither 

inhabitants nor members of the workforce. Because they were essentially strangers they 

felt unable to fully integrate with the festivities that followed Mister Zinc's departure. 

Two such visitors were Don Quibonki... 



 

  ...the would-be (and totally delusional) conquistador; and his personal assistant - Panta 

Lonez... 

 

Whilst all the revelry took place in the Great Hall, the two Dusty Plainplugs ventured 

out on to what remained of the Obsidian Plain. There they were approached by a fellow 

stranger... 



 

"Oi, Donkey Bonky, or whatever you call yourself." The stranger, who, of course, was 

none other than the angry pea farmer - Bucksome Whelk - bellowed loudly. "Stay right 

there, and don't move a muscle." 

Don was puzzled by Bucksome's attitude, but Panta had recognised the pea farmer's 

apparel. "Oh...lummy!" He said beneath his breath. 

As he came closer, Bucksome's jaw worked tirelessly as he tried to find the words that 

would best communicate his grievance with Don. Eventually he managed, "Your little 

sodding plugmutts ate my harvest!"  

Too late Don recognised the seriousness of the situation. "Ah - pea farmer, right?" He 

managed to say just a split second before Bucksome grabbed a cucumber from his back 

pocket, and (unbelievably, and with remarkable dexterity) shoved it right up his left 

nostril until it disappeared... 

 

Don's indescribable pain and anguish amused Panta, who believed that Don deserved 

everything he got. But it most definitely did not amuse the ticket office worker, Frenchie 

Corhampton, who was watching events unfold from the privacy of a hired Stalkers 

Hide... 



 

As she rushed from cover... 

 

...she failed to notice the old Mountain Earplug reacquaint himself with the (now less 

amused) Panta Lonez.... 



 

"Oh Panta," the ageing pink earplug cried out, "I would never do to your nose what 

that dreadful pea farmer did to poor Don Quibonki's. Quickly, let me carry you off to 

my ice house in the mountains!" 

But then Frenchie was upon Don, who continued to wince in unashamed agony and self-

loathing... 

 

"Don! Don!" She squealed. "Let me pluck it out and kiss your nose better for you." 

Don was too far gone in the agony stakes to resist Frenchie, or even to truly understand 

what was happening to him. And, of course, he couldn't see a thing because his eye lids 

were pressed so close together that they might have been hermetically sealed. So he 

missed what Frenchie did next. But TV reporter Rupert Piles didn't... 



 

Neither did his 3D television camera. And everybody watching on the museum's huge 

wall screens had a bloody good laugh at Don's expense. 

 

The End 
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Now prepare yourself for the next Earplug Adventure: Plunging into Peril 

 

 

 


